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Abstract
Scrotal elephantiasis (scrotal lymphedema) occurs mostly in filarial endemic areas. Outside these areas, this pathology is rare and is most often idiopathic, rarely congenital or secondary. We report a case of scrotal elephantiasis in a 39-year-old man with no previous history and a progressive increase in scrotal volume over the past 4 years.
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INTRODUCTION
Scrotal elephantiasis (scrotal lymphedema) occurs mostly in filarial endemic areas. Outside these areas, this pathology is rare and is most often idiopathic, rarely congenital or secondary. Scrotal elephantiasis is an increase, sometimes considerable, of the volume of the bursa with an unsightly aspect and a certain psychological harm. The diagnosis is clinical [1].

PATIENT AND METHODS
We report a case of scrotal elephantiasis in a 39-year-old man with no previous history and a progressive increase in scrotal volume over the past 4 years. The clinical examination found penile-scrotal elephantiasis respecting the glans and the two lower limbs (Figure 1). The rest of the examination was normal. The search for microfilariae in the blood was negative. Exploration of the vascular axis of the lower limbs was normal. We performed a surgical resection of the purse (Figure 2) with a satisfactory anatomical and aesthetic appearance (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
Penoscrotal elephantiasis can be defined as an abnormal collection of protein-rich fluid in the subcutaneous tissue due to local alteration of oncotic or hydrostatic pressure. It is most often secondary to mechanical obstruction of the lymphatic canals either by

Figure 1 Big purse.

Figure 2 Procedure after resection of pathological scrotal tissue.

Figure 3 Postoperative appearance.
inflammation and fibrosis or by adult worms [2, 3].

Outside the filarial endemic areas, scrotal elephantiasis is most often idiopathic, rarely congenital or secondary [1]. Congenital scrotal lymphedema is part of lymphangiomias, which are dilatations of the lymphatic system, of dysplastic, non-regressive congenital origin [4]. Secondary scrotal lymphedema falls within the scope of acquired lymphangiectasias due to obstruction of the lymphatic pathways which is the consequence of an acquired disease of mechanical or inflammatory origin such as surgical scar, abdominal or pelvic tumor, after pelvic carcinological surgery after streptococcal infection, After radiotherapy, sequelae of chronic venous stasis or surgery of urogenital bilharziasis, Kaposi’s disease, filariasis [1]. Elephantiasis most often affects the scrotum or penis-scrotal system, with isolated penile involvement rare, but the epididymo-ticular content is practically always respected [5]. On the clinical side, the skin becomes thick, cardboord and loses its elasticity. The penis can be completely buried in the scrotum preventing sexual intercourse and occasionally causing micturition [2,6].

Radiological orisotopic bipedal lymphography sometimes shows pathognomonic aspects of lymphatic filariasis with staggered lymphatic blockages, lymphangiectasia, lacunar granular ganglionc hypertrophy with sometimes a ‘wool skin’ aspect.

Lymphography is also used to evaluate the possibilities of lymphovenous surgical anastomoses. This technique has its limitations and there is not always agreement between lymphographic images and surgical exploration [7, 8]. Scrotal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows a tissue characterization well correlated with histology. Especially allowing to specify the limits of the surgical resection [9].

The treatment is surgical, based on a wide excision of the pathological scrotal wall thus preventing recurrence. Some conservative techniques to improve lymphatic drainage have been described such as lymphangioplasty by polyethylene or metallic tubing, or lymphatic-venous anastomosis (Nielubowicz operation) between the saphenous vein stock and the inguinal superficial lymph node group [4,10,11], but the permeability of the anastomosis is temporary [5]. These techniques have been abandoned. The second type of technique involves a radical excision of the elephantiasic tissue to prevent recurrence. This excision allows the removal of the lymphatic and thus realizes a total superficial lymphangiectomy. Several plastic surgery techniques have been described for scrotal reconstruction after this radical excision. These techniques include: - The use of pediculated skin flaps taken from the inguinal or supra-pubic region [6, 12, 13, 14].- The use of thin skin free graft  [2,3]. This method can however modify the testicular local thermal regulation. The use of the cranio-dorsal part of the scrotum, often preserved, which allows the reconstruction of a neo-scrotum. This method, used by many authors, seems to give a good functional and aesthetic result [2, 3, 6, 14, 15, 16]. For penile skin grafting, thin free skin should be used which must be placed spirally to avoid longitudinal or circular retraction on the penis [15, 17, 18]. The results of this surgery are excellent with a good functional and aesthetic result and little recurrence.

CONCLUSION

Scrotal elephantiasis is a rare disease. The diagnosis is clinical and radiological explorations eliminate a secondary cause. The treatment is always surgical, with extensive resection of affected areas and scrotal reconstruction.
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